change in two-dimensional space as well as lateral extension contrast, we developed a method of wavelet obtained by numerical simulation. The simulated composite signal can be separated into single signals of we determine the change and distribution characteristics of spectrum cycles in the two-dimensional space.
Introduction
properties, but also cyclicity. The complicated periodic motions are mostly the superimposition of simple periodic motions with different periods in nature. Sedimentary cycles and Van Wagoner, 1991; Wang et al, 2002 ; Rudman and done a lot of research to separate these complex strata with multistage superimposition into single stratum of a single period by using Fourier transforms, short-time Fourier transforms, Periodogram methods and wavelet transform algorithms to solve problems of sedimentary cycles (Goldhammer et al, 1993; 1990; Doveton, 1994) . These algorithms only extract the spectrum characteristics processing a list of seismic data or well logging data, and both the accuracy and precision of sedimentary cycle analysis need cycle variations in two-dimensional space remain unsolved.
processing" and "high resolution reconstruction of the reflected by this profile and the geological targets are oneto-one mapping, and this profile reflects and portrays the This method mainly processes the well logging data to extract the characteristics of spectrum cycles. It also can be used to process seismic, electrical, and gravity data to extract the characteristics of spectrum cycles. The decomposition and reconstruction of logging data are the foundations a single logging curve or the coupling curve of multiple on the decomposition of the wavelet. It is assumed that the well logging signal or reflection coefficient is f(t), then its 2009) is: cycles and build the model and typical significances of model we can obtain the types, the boundaries and the numbers of spectrum cycles which are all corresponding with and geophysical methods and established a theoretical basis for the well-seismic calibration joint interpretation.
3) We developed the well-seismic calibration method
Through the well-seismic calibration, we divide the structures of sedimentary cycles with different levels, the Finally, we have truly achieved well-seismic calibration joint interpretation.
